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P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W

The Blackhawk Analytic PlatformTM is the only 
solution on the market that combines network 
monitoring and incident response into a cohesive 
cyber defense appliance. It’s pre-integrated and 
works directly with your infrastructure.

P R O D U C T  I N F O

The Blackhawk Analytic PlatformTM is flexible to 
your tradecraft and adversary know-how, and can 
be integrated with existing endpoint solutions. If you 
need support or experience to operate the Blackhawk 
or hunt through the data for today’s sophisticated 
adversaries, our team can manage this for you 
through the Blackhawk+TM service.



ABOUT BLACKHAWKNEST INC.
BlackhawkNest is a cybersecurity company with a full range of custom technology built for front-line security. 
We combine durable storage hardware and powerful security software to eradicate the toughest cyber threats.
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The Blackhawk Analytic PlatformTM is the only solution in the market that includes a fully 
comprehensive detection and response toolset in one appliance. It monitors network traffic 

and correlates those network transactions with any available audit data using:

HawkSenseTM to ensure your monitoring perspective 
remains protected from malicious actors and catches 
malicious network transactions in real-time.

Mission Control to analyze and visualize any data sources 
you can throw at it.

Network Capture to retain and analyze network packets 
entering/exiting and moving throughout your internal 
networks.

Retro-IDS to evaluate past network traffic for newly 
released threat intelligence or newly discovered zero-day 
vulnerabilities vulnerabilities.

Talon to identify and eradicate malicious actors on your 
endpoints.

The NestTM to stay current with the latest threat 
intelligence and analytics.

Blackhawk Cybersecurity ServerTM to provide fail-safe 
storage to house your complete detection and response 
tool set and retain packets for as long as required.

YOUR ANALYST’S DREAM 

You’ll anticipate every threat with world-class detection and response 
functionality. All-in-one Network Capture, Endpoint Evaluation, and 
Threat Intelligence, one-view mission control,
IDS and RetroIDS give you maximum insight and security.

BEAUTIFULLY INTEGRATED

With fully integrated technology, every Blackhawk component speaks 
the same language. You get less than 1% packet loss at enterprise-level, 
full-time packet capture while real-time indexing immediately queries 
and retrieves information. Blackhawk is also one of the few, dual-
ported, solid-state drives in the world.

FIND MORE. SPEND LESS.

Fly higher, free from heavy costs and outdated functionality. With 
Blackhawk, you can complete investigations in hours or days instead of 
weeks or months. Win against persistent attackers by equipping your 
security analysts with best-in-class forensic tools.

We embed the expertise of our 
hard-fought battles into Blackhawk. 

We believe you need the same 
quality of service as the world’s top 

organizations.
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